INDUSTRY NIGHT ASSIGNMENT
Attend Thursday February 11th, 7:00 to 9:00 PM, Zachry Lobby
Reports Due Friday, February 19th by 5:00 pm
Take it to your TA or put it in your TA’s box in HRBB

ASSIGNMENT: As part of this course, you are required by the College of Engineering to attend two of the presentations for Industry Night from 7:00 to 9:00 this Thursday evening. At the conclusion of each one you should be given an attendance ticket. Make sure you get your ticket and don't lose it.

Write a one to two page summary of each presentation you attend as follows: Summarize the information that is presented. In particular, tell what you learn about:
   a) Company history
   b) What the company does or produces
   c) Job prospects with the company, including the majors or skill qualifiers they are looking for
   d) How the company uses computers in their business. Also include any other interesting information you get out of the presentation.

Write these papers using good organization; include:
   An introduction, a body, and a summary.
   Double space, Times New Roman, font size 12, 1 inch borders all around.
   Ensure there are no misspelled words or grammatical errors.

Don't forget to include the Assignment Cover Page as the first page (see class web site).

Write your name on the attendance tickets you get at the presentation and staple them to your papers. Turn the papers with the tickets in early to your TA in lab next week or put them in your TA's mailbox in HRBB before 5:00 PM on Friday February 19th. Note: You do not need to turn this assignment in to CSNET.

ALTERNATE ASSIGNMENT: This is a required assignment, but if you are unable to attend, you may do the following alternate assignment. Go to the Library or to the Web and research 2 of the companies on the Industry Night list and 2 more that are not. Write a 1-2 page summary, in your own words, of each company you research. Include a paragraph on each of the following
   a) Company history
   b) What the company does or produces
   c) Job prospects with the company, including the majors or skill qualifiers they are looking for
   d) How the company uses computers in their business

Write these papers to the same standards described above in the regular assignment.